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Introduction

I

t gives me great pleasure to offer you this catalogue to mark the launch of our new Kensington
Church Street premises.

Our inaugural exhibition happens to coincide with the death of Thomas Tompion, England’s
greatest clockmaker, exactly 300 years ago in November 1713. We are delighted to be able to offer
for sale a Phase I ebony striking table clock, a rare 30-hour pre-numbered japanned longcase and
a miniature striking lantern clock, all from Tompion’s workshop.
Other highlights from the Golden Age include an early ebony turntable spring clock by
John Ebsworth circa 1675, a Queen Anne period ebony striking table clock and an important
month-duration burr walnut longcase by Daniel Quare, Tompion’s greatest rival.
Whether the pieces illustrated in our catalogue are by famous Royal makers or lesser known
names, they have all been carefully selected for their exceptional quality, originality and beauty and
many are entirely fresh to the market.
We offer a full guarantee as to the authenticity and good working order of all our clocks.
Any restorations that might be necessary after 200 plus years of use have been sympathetically
carried out by the finest clock and cabinet makers.
It is our sincere hope that you will come to our new, refurbished gallery where you can see these
wonderful timepieces in both a contemporary and period setting. You can be assured of a very
warm welcome. Alternatively, do telephone or email us at any time for further information and
check out our website.
A très bientôt
Howard Walwyn

123 KENSINGTON CHURCH STREET, LONDON W8 7LP
Tel +44 (0)20 7938 1100 Mob +44 (0)7768 096 869
email: info@howardwalwyn.com
www.howardwalwyn.com

All the bracket clocks illustrated are measured excluding their handles and finials.

THOMAS TOMPION LONDINI FECIT
n exceptionally rare and small, Charles II period black and gilt chinoiserie longcase clock with
interesting provenance. The 10 inch square brass dial has a tulip engraved centre with a central
silvered engraved alarm disc in the form of a rosette. The maker’s signature Tho≈ Tompion Londoni fecit
is set within an engraved lambrequin above VI. It has a single pierced blued steel hand and winged
cherub and foliate gilt brass corner spandrels.

A

The large 30-hour lantern movement has four circular brass pillars secured with nuts and a verge
escapement with a short bob pendulum and inside countwheel strike on a bell. The alarm which is
mounted on the backplate is sounded on the same bell with a double-headed hammer.
The slim elegant case has a flat top rising hood with barleytwist pillars front and back and pierced gilt
wood sound frets. The full length rectangular trunk door has fine gilt chinoiserie decoration on a black
lacquer ground with figures in an oriental landscape which is repeated on the base.
Date: circa 1680 Height: 83 in (211 cm)
* Thomas Tompion made very few 30-hour longcase clocks, the probable reason being that they were less expensive
than longer duration clocks and may have been ordered for the servants’ quarters. A 30-hour clock with a very
similar dial and signature by Tompion is illustrated on page 104, fig. 95 in R.W. Symond’s Thomas Tompion, his Life
and Work and can be seen at the collection of the Clockmakers’ Company at the Guildhall. We know of no other
surviving 30-hour Tompion longcases with chinoiserie decoration and the early date of this piece means it predates
his series of numbered clocks.
Tompion was the most highly respected English clockmaker. Born at Ickwell Green, Bedfordshire in 1639, he moved
to London in 1671. He became a free brother in the Clockmakers’ Company and in 1674, he established his business
at the sign of the Dial and Three Crowns in Water Lane, now called Whitefriars Street. There he met Dr. Robert
Hooke, an eminent physicist and mathematician, who exchanged ideas with him in the early part of his career when
he was gaining commissions for some of his most important clocks and scientific instruments. Through this association
Tompion came to the notice of Charles II and from that time he held an unrivalled position in English Horology.
In 1695 George Graham joined Tompion as his journeyman and subsequently married his niece. In 1701 Tompion
took Edward Banger into partnership, another niece’s husband, who had previously been his apprentice. They broke
up acrimoniously in 1707 and Graham was then made a full partner and he eventually inherited the business.
In 1703 Tompion was elected Master of the Clockmakers’ Company. He is known to have made about 650 clocks,
approximately 16-20 clocks a year. Sometime between 1680 and 1685 he devised a numbering system for his clocks
and watches which go up to 542. This system was continued after Tompion’s death by his successor George Graham.
Tompion died in November 1713 and is buried in Westminster Abbey.
Provenance: The late Rev’d E. H. Isaac, Millom, Cumbria
The Vitale Collection of Highly Important European Clocks:
Part 1, Christie’s New York, 30 October 1996, lot 120
Literature:
Jeff Darken and John Hooper, English Thirty Hour Clocks, pp.83-85, pls. 2/53-2/56.
Dawson, Drover and Parkes, Early English Clocks, London, 1994, p. 494, pl. 735
Ernest L. Edwards, The Grandfather Clock, pp.115-116, pl.165, 166
R.K. Foulkes, Thirty Hour Tompion Clocks, London 1951: an illustrated extract from Apollo, vol. 54, pp.99-102, 106
F.H. Green, Old English Clocks, 1931, plates V & VI
Tom Robinson, Lacquered or Japanned Longcase Clocks, Antique Collecting, Dec’1981, vol.16 No.7, pp.13-17, fig.6/1
Tom Robinson, The Longcase Clock, Woodbridge, 1995, pp.118-120, fig. 6/1
John Stalker and George Parker, A Treatise of Japaning and Varnishing, Oxford, 1688
R.W. Symonds, Thomas Tompion, his Life and Work, London, 1969, pp.104, 108, 276, figs.95 & 101
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THOMAS TOMPION, LONDON, No 121

A

fine James II period Phase I ebony veneered striking repeating bracket clock by England’s
best known clockmaker.

The 6 inch square gilt-brass dial is signed Tho. Tompion Londini fecit to the lower edge and has
finely chased gilt-brass winged cherub spandrels adorning the corners to the engraved silvered
chapter ring. It has both Roman and Arabic chapters and Tompion’s sword hilt half hour markers.
The elaborately pierced and finely sculpted blued steel hour and minute hands which are set off
by the finely matted centre are typical of his work.
The substantial twin fusee 8-day movement has latched dial feet and further latches for the six
ring-turned pillars. It has a restored verge escapement with knife edge suspension and pear
shaped pendulum bob, having been converted back from a later dead beat escapement. The hours
are sounded upon a single bell with the quarters repeated via Tompion’s trigger piece, the so called
all or nothing repeating system. This superb and beautifully designed mechanism operates the
quarter hammer and sounds one to three on a further smaller bell. The backplate* is exquisitely
engraved with deeply cut tulip heads in various stages of opening. The rectangular reserve below
the centre is also signed Tho Tompion Londini Fecit and it has Tompion’s punch number 121 to the
lower edge of the backplate.
The small and beautifully proportioned Phase I case has an oak carcass and is veneered in ebony.
It has a restored gilt sound fret and escutcheons with the original gilt brass Tompion carrying
handle. The exquisite replacement Tompion mounts to the caddy top are finely chased and the
sides have glazed apertures below the pierced wooden sound frets.
From recent research it has become clear that Thomas Tompion made very few clocks like this
example to his phase 1 design with full striking and repeating trains. The great majority are
timepieces with repeat work. The present clock is remarkably similar to the one illustrated on page
146, fig 112 in R.W. Symonds’ book.
* See inside back cover for the illustration of the backplate.
Date: circa 1688
Height: 12 3/8 in (31.5 cm)
Width: 9 3/8 in (23.75 cm)
Depth: 6 3/8 in (16.25 cm)

Provenance: This clock appears to have been in the same family for a great many generations
and possibly since shortly after it was made. It is said to have been given by Queen
Anne to a Miss Nicol who was a member of the Royal household and has come
since by descent. If this is the case, the clock would have been some twenty years
old at the time of the gift from the Queen.
It was sold at Sotheby’s in July 1990, lot 336 and has since been owned by an
English collector.

Literature: Jeremy Evans, Thomas Tompion at The Dial and Three Crowns, pp.68 and 73.
R.W. Symonds, Thomas Tompion his Life and Work, p.146 fig.112, p.183 fig.154,
p.197 fig.181, p.217 fig.133.
Dawson, Drover and Parkes, Early English clocks, p.469.
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THOS TOMPION LONDINI
rare Charles II period pre-numbered, miniature brass lantern clock. The maker’s signature
Tho≈ Tompion Londini is inscribed on the dial centre below XII, the rest of the centre being
finely engraved with leaves and flowers. The original alarm setting disc is engraved with a rose and
Arabic hour numerals.

A

The elegantly proportioned miniature case has dolphin frets which have a deep vertical shape,
a typical Third Period London miniature lantern clock feature, along with the pierced and shaped
‘arms’ or ‘leaves’ on the restored bell strap.
The 30-hour movement has a fully restored verge escapement and reinstated strike train with
alarm work which is mounted on the backplate. The pierced blued and faceted steel hand is a
sympathetic replacement.
Date: circa 1680
Height: 7 1/2 in (19 cm) excluding finial
Height: 8 3/4 in (22.25 cm) including finial

* Thomas Tompion is widely regarded as England’s greatest clockmaker and his reputation is partly based
on his grand Royal Commissions for walnut longcase clocks of long duration and such spring driven
masterpieces as the year-going silver mounted Mostyn table clock in the British Museum. He made very few
lantern clocks as they were probably not cost effective in terms of time and value relative to more important
productions. Such clocks were mostly destined for the servants’ quarters, but today with their ‘folkloric’
appeal they are widely sought after. This well-recorded, provenanced example is pre-numbered and has a
narrow chapter ring. Thus its proportions are more pleasing than those of Tompion’s later numbered
lantern clocks which tend to have wider chapter rings and a more squat appearance.

Provenance:
Percy Webster, Great Portland Street who advertised the clock in
Connoisseur magazine, October 1902. It was then purchased by Richard
Norman Shaw, the well-known architect.
Miss Radford

Literature:
Brian Loomes, Lantern Clocks and Their Makers, 2008, p.505
R.W. Symonds, Thomas Tompion, His Life and Work, London, 1951,
p.105, fig.97
E. Von Bassermann-Jordon, Uhren, Braunschweig, 1969, p.133, pl.83.
G. White, English Lantern Clocks, 1989, pp.33-34, fig. I/14
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DANIEL QUARE, LONDON
n important month duration Queen Anne period longcase clock contained in a magnificent
case constructed principally of oak and veneered with the finest burr walnut veneers,
of excellent colour and figure.

A

The square hood has brass capitals and bases and turned burr walnut veneered pillars. To the
front and sides there are finely carved sound frets. The restored caddy top has three gilt brass ball
and spire finials and an applied brass mount to the top. Both the hood and trunk doors have brass
moulded surrounds and the trunk door has four original gilt spandrels to each corner.
The month duration movement is an example of Quare’s finest work. The striking and going trains
are reversed: i.e. the strike is on the right hand side and the going train is on the left hand side.
The 14 inch (35.5cm) square brass dial is mounted with finely cast foliate and Indian mask
spandrels. The engraved chapter ring and subsidiary seconds ring have a silvered finish and the
dial centre is finely matted with an aperture to view the day of the month. The maker’s signature,
Dan Quare LONDON is engraved on the plate in an oval plaque above the date aperture.
The scale and quality of this special clock are remarkably similar to two year equation timepieces
illustrated in Early English Clocks by Dawson, Drover and Parkes.
Date: circa 1700
Height: 110 in (279 cm) excluding top finial
Height: 117 1/4 in (298 cm) including top finial
Width: 23 1/2 in (60 cm)
Depth: 12 1/2 in (32 cm)
*Daniel Quare is one of the great names from the finest period of English clockmaking and a worthy
contemporary of Thomas Tompion, George Graham and Daniel Delander. He was born circa 1647 and
became a Brother of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1671. He went on to serve as Master in 1708. In about
1707 he took on Stephen Horseman as a partner and he continued the business after Quare’s death in 1724.
Daniel Quare’s reputation rests largely on the fact that he was a great innovator. He and Tompion were the
first to make some highly important walnut longcase clocks of year duration showing the equation of time
and other complications. One of these is now in the Ilbert Collection in the British Museum. He was also
successful in a judgement made by James II in 1688 for a Patent for a repeating watch, his rival being the
Rev. Edward Barlow. Among his other inventions was a portable barometer and many superb examples
exist in important collections today.
Quare was an arch rival to Thomas Tompion but as a practising Quaker he would not sign any oaths of
allegiance. This prevented his appointment as Clockmaker to the King. Nevertheless he was a regular visitor
at the Royal Palace and was ‘free of the back stairs’. He had a highly successful business and counted many
members of the nobility and foreign ambassadors amongst his clientele.
Literature: Tom Robinson The Longcase Clock, Antique Collectors’ Club, p.175, fig.8/24
Dawson, Drover and Parkes Early English Clocks, p. 283 col. pls.15 & 16,
p.293 pls.409-411.
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DANIEL QUARE, LONDON
n elegant Queen Anne period quarter repeating bracket clock by this celebrated Royal
clockmaker. The ebony veneered break arch case has gilt brass mounts to all four sides of the
caddy top and a substantial brass carrying handle. It has matching brass door escutcheons and
stands on four gadrooned gilt brass feet.

A

The break arch brass dial has a finely matted centre with a false pendulum aperture and crown
and sceptre corner spandrels. In the arch, there is a subsidiary calendar dial set within a finely
engraved foliate border, a typical Daniel Quare feature.
The fully restored eight day movement has a verge escapement and quarter repeating mechanism
on six bells. The hours are sounded on a separate bell. The back plate is exquisitely engraved with
scrolling foliage and the maker’s signature Dan. Quare London is set within a polished recess.
* Daniel Quare’s spring table clocks were of consistently high quality and were more than a match to those
of his rivals. He had a highly successful business with a loyal following amongst the aristocracy in England
and demand for his clocks from the continent. Today they can be found in the best private and public
collections around the world.

Date: circa 1715 - 1720
Height: 16 in (40.5 cm)
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CHARLES GRETTON, London

A

good Charles II period flower and bird marquetry longcase clock of small size by one of the
most eminent makers of the late 17th century.

The case is constructed primarily of oak and is veneered with olivewood oysters and inset panels
of marquetry with ebonized mouldings. Standing on bun feet there is a lenticle to the trunk door
and the now front-opening hood door is flanked by barley twist columns with a sound fret above.
The 10 inch square brass dial is mounted with a silvered chapter ring, seconds ring and cherub
and foliate spandrels. The centre is finely matted and has an aperture to view the date. The dial is
signed by the maker, Charles Gretton London beneath VI on the dial plate.
The high-quality, 8-day duration movement includes bolt and shutter maintaining power and hour
strike via an outside countwheel. The clock is complete with its original brass cased weights and
pendulum.
Date: circa 1685
Height: 78 in (193 cm)
* Charles Gretton was born in 1649 and was free of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1672. After serving his
apprenticeship with Humfrey Downing he established his business in Fleet Street at The Ship. In 1700 he
was appointed Master of the Clockmakers’ Company.
Early panelled marquetry longcase clocks of such small and elegant proportions are particularly
prized today as they fit so well into modern settings.
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RICHARD FENNEL, KENSINGTON, LONDON

A

n exceptional William III period burr yew wood bracket clock by our most famous
Kensington clockmaker.

The fully restored movement with its verge escapement runs for 8 days, strikes the hours on a bell
and has a pull quarter repeat mechanism for recalling the last hour and last quarter hour on two
bells. The dial has winged cherubs’ head corner spandrels, ringed winding holes, inset date work
and an aperture for the dummy pendulum bob. In addition, there is a central alarm disc and two
subsidiary dials at the top for Rise/Fall and Strike/Silent.
The backplate consists of beautifully restrained engravings of flowers, foliage, birds and an Indian
head mask with a wheatear engraved border. The maker has signed his name Ricd Fennel Kensington
in a central cartouche.
The burr yew wood veneered case is in remarkably original condition and retains its original brass
double ‘S’ scroll handle. Its small size and shallowness are of particular appeal, as is the rich
mellow colour of the burr yew.
* Richard Fennel, born circa 1656, was made free of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1679 and is not recorded
as working after 1705.
This is the first early period burr yew wood table clock which we have owned and we know of only one other
which coincidentally was also made by Fennel.

Date: circa 1700
Height: 13 1/2 in (34 cm)
Width: 10 in (25.5 cm)
Depth: 6 1/4 in (16 cm)
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THOMAS LUMPKIN, LONDON

A

fine William and Mary period square dial figured walnut longcase clock with 8-day
movement striking the hours on a bell via an inside countwheel.

The 11 inch brass dial has a raised brass chapter ring with Roman hour numerals, finely cast
cherub and leaf corner spandrels, engraved decoration around the inset datework with the maker’s
signature Tho Lumpkin London and a subsidiary seconds dial.
The beautifully proportioned and patinated case has wonderful walnut figuring and a hood with
a carved walnut sound fret and original barley twist columns with gilded capitals and bases.
Date: circa 1695
Height: 81 in (206 cm)
* Thomas Lumpkin was a member of the Clockmakers’ Company and is recorded on page 367 of Brian
Loomes’ The Early Clockmakers of Great Britain as working from 1694 until 1719.
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JAMES MARKWICK, LONDON
fine William and Mary period quarter-repeating spring table clock veneered with olivewood.
The flamboyant case stands on brass bun feet with repoussé mounts to the door and a
repoussé basket top supporting the carrying handle. The basket is flanked to the four corners with
unusual four leaf finials.

A

The 7 in (18 cm) square dial is mounted with wing cherub spandrels and a silvered chapter ring
with strike/silent option above. There is a false pendulum aperture, ringed winding holes and date
aperture to the matted centre. The two train fusee 8-day duration movement has quarter repeating
on three bells with the hours sounded on a separate bell. The escapement is verge and the
backplate is engraved with scrolling foliage. Both the backplate and the chapter ring are signed
Markwick, London.
* James Markwick was free of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1666 and is known to have worked at the
Royal Exchange until circa 1705. His son of the same name was free of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1692
and appointed Master in 1720.

Date: circa 1695
Height: 15 in (38 cm)
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RICHARD HAUGHTIN, LONDON

A

fine early Queen Anne period ebony veneered table clock with 8-day hour striking and
quarter chiming movement.

The fully restored 8-day movement, which strikes the hours on one bell and the quarters on two
bells, has a verge escapement with a pear shaped bob pendulum and beautifully shaped brass back
cock.
The dial has winged cherub corner spandrels, a wheatear engraved border and foliate engraving
to the dial centre above the dummy pendulum aperture. The date indicator is inset above VI with
an engraved border within the finely matted centre. At III there is a lever for Strike/Silent for
silencing the quarters.
The backplate is signed by the maker Rd. Haughtin Fetter Lane below the centre and is engraved
with elaborate floral and foliate scrolls and a wheatear border.
The elegantly proportioned case is veneered with ebony on an oak carcase. It has a shallow domed
top with a fine ‘S’ scroll gilt brass carrying handle and gilt brass mounts, sound fret and
escutcheons.
Date: circa 1705
Height: 16 3/4 in (42.5 cm)
Width: 12 1/4 in (31 cm)
Depth: 6 7/8 in (17.5 cm)
* Richard Haughtin is recorded as working in London from 1683. He became free of the Clockmakers’
Company in 1691 and was active in Fetter Lane until 1714. Three-train quarter chiming clocks of this date
and quality rarely come onto the market.
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CHRISTOPHER GOULD LONDINI FECIT

A

fine William and Mary period panelled marquetry and walnut longcase with 8-day
movement, outside countwheel hour strike and bolt and shutter maintaining power.

The 11 inch brass dial has inset datework, subsidiary seconds, cherub’s head and foliate corner
spandrels and a finely matted centre with a central rosette. The maker’s signature Christopher
Gould Londini fecit is engraved on the dial plate below VI. The well faceted steel hands appear to
be original
The elegant walnut case has beautiful bird and flower marquetry panels set on an ebony ground
and a brass lenticle to the trunk door to view the swinging pendulum. The hood has an opening
door with barley twist columns front and back and gilt wood capitals and bases. It also retains its
original walnut cresting of floral swags surmounted by a gilded winged angel, a rare survival.
A very similar floral marquetry longcase with its cresting by Christopher Gould is illustrated in
The Wetherfield Collection.
Date: circa 1690-1695
Height: 85 in (216 cm)
* Christopher Gould was a justly famous and prolific maker who was made a free brother of the
Clockmakers’ Company in 1682. His work, which included grande sonnerie longcases, hooded wall clocks
and miniature walnut grandmother clocks, was invariably amongst the very best of the period. He died in
1718 in relative poverty, a surprising fact given that he was such a fine clockmaker but perhaps he was a
less successful businessman.
Literature: F.J. Britten, The Wetherfield Collection, Antique Collectors’ Club, 1980, p.33 fig.37
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JONATHAN LOWNDES, LONDON
fine Queen Anne period spring driven ebony-veneered table clock by this respected maker.
The elegant shallow dome topped case is in the typical style of the period. It is surmounted
by a “double S” carrying handle in the manner of Daniel Quare and has a finely cast gilt mount
and delicately cut ebony sound frets.

A

The 6 inch square brass dial has a raised silvered chapter ring and wing and cherub spandrels to
the four corners. The centre has a dummy pendulum aperture and is finely matted with pierced
and faceted blued steel hands. There is also a date aperture above VI which has an engraved
surround.
The original verge movement runs for 8 days and has hour strike on a single bell with pull repeat
work for sounding the hours and quarters on three further bells. The back plate is beautifully
engraved with floral and foliate scrolls and is signed by the maker Jonathon Lowndes in the Pall Mall,
London below the elaborate backcock.
* Jonathan Lowndes (Loundes) is recorded as a celebrated clockmaker working in Pall Mall in the last
quarter of the 17th century. He was a member of the Clockmakers’ Company from 1680 to 1710 and was
made Steward in 1696. Several of his clocks were in the Wetherfield and Ilbert Collections.

Date: circa 1700 - 1705
Height: 14 1/2 in (37 cm)
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JOSHUA WILSON, LONDON No 262
fine Queen Anne period 8-day burr walnut longcase clock by this excellent clockmaker.
The oak case is veneered with the finest quality burr walnut and has a brass lenticle to the
trunk door. The sides of the trunk are panelled with book matched veneers and fully crossbanded.
The walnut veneered hood is flanked by turned walnut columns with brass capitals and bases and
there is a delicate sound fret below the crossgrain walnut cornice moulding.

A

The 12 inch brass dial is mounted with cherub and crown spandrels, silvered chapter ring and
subsidiary seconds ring. The dial centre is finely matted and has ringed winding holes and punch
decoration. There is an aperture to view the date and the maker’s signature Josh Wilson London is
engraved between VII and V on the chapter ring. The well pierced and blued steel hands are
probably original.
The top quality 8-day duration movement is numbered 262 along the lower edge of the dial and
has five pillars. The hours are sounded on a bell via the inside countwheel striking mechanism.
Date: circa 1710
Height: 82 1/4 in (209 cm)
* Joshua Wilson was active in the latter part of the 17th and the early years of the 18th Centuries. It is an
interesting fact that he was one of the very few makers who numbered their clock movements. There was a
marquetry longcase by him in The Wetherfield Collection and a walnut example is illustrated in English
Domestic Clocks by Cescinsky and Webster. He was reputedly linked to Daniel Quare and it is therefore no
accident that both his cases and numbered movements were of the highest quality.
Literature: Cescinsky and Webster, English Domestic Clocks, p.171, fig.172
F.J. Britten, The Wetherfield Collection, p.72, fig.84
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JOHN BUSHMAN, LONDON

A

fine George I period ebony veneered table clock of rare small size by this Anglo-German
clockmaker and contemporary of Thomas Tompion.

The fully restored spring suspended 8-day verge movement strikes the hours on a single bell and
has pull quarter repeat work on two bells. The mellow brass dial has crown and sceptre corner
spandrels and a chapter ring with narrow inside quarter marker band and a similar outer band for
the minutes. The maker’s signature John Bushman London is set on a disc in the arch above
Strike/Silent. There is also an inset date aperture below XII and a dummy pendulum aperture in
the middle of the matted dial centre.
The backplate is exquisitely engraved with scrolls of foliage and flowers issuing from a pair of
cornucopia.
The diminutive break arch case is constructed primarily of oak and veneered with ebony. The
inverted bell top has a gilt brass carrying handle with a knopped centre and at the top of the front
door there are two finely carved wood sound frets.
* John Bushman was active in London from 1682 until 1725. A contemporary description is quoted by R.W.
Symonds in his book Thomas Tompion, His Life and Work. “We reached London at dinner time, that is
after 2 o’clock, and in the afternoon we drove to the celebrated clockmaker’s Buschmann. He is a German
and had been established first in The Hague and then for many years in England; he makes as good clocks
as Quare’s or even Tompion’s which are much more expensive …”
Provenance: By repute, Sir John Gielgud
Literature: Richard Barder, The Georgian Bracket Clock 1714-1830, Antique Collectors’ Club,
pp.32-34.

Date: circa 1715-20
Height: 12 in (30.5 cm)
Depth: 5 1/2 in (14 cm)
Width: 7 1/2 in (19 cm)
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PETER KING, ST. GILES, LONDON

A

n exceptional Queen Anne period marquetry longcase clock, the brass dial movement of
month duration and with hour strike.

The elegant slim caddy top case is veneered with walnut and light coloured marquetry decoration
consisting of flowers, foliage, birds, insects and classical figures, set against an ebony veneered
background. The sides of the case, the mouldings and the delicate sound frets are in finely figured
walnut and very well patinated. The hood retains its original caddy top.
The 12 inch brass dial has a raised silvered chapter ring and a finely matted centre with inset date
aperture and subsidiary seconds dial below XII. The outside edge is engraved with a herringbone
border and in the four corners there are gilt spandrels with cherubs holding up a crown and cross.
The blued steel hands appear to be original. The maker’s signature Peter King Long Acre London is
engraved on the chapter ring.
The high quality five pillar movement sits on its original seatboard and runs for a month. The
hours are struck on a single bell and the clock is complete with its brass bob pendulum and two
original brass capped month weights.
Date: circa 1710
Height: 98 1/2 in (250 cm)
* Peter King was working in Long Acre, London in the first quarter of the 18th century. We had a
remarkable year-going marquetry longcase by the same maker where the case was undoubtedly made in the
same workshop as this clock. The marquetry veneers here are amongst the finest we have seen on a longcase
of the Queen Anne period.
Provenance: By repute the family of the artist William Orpen
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CHARLES GOODE, LONDON
fine George I period ebonised Dutch striking longcase clock by this excellent maker.
The 12 inch arched dial has an applied silvered brass chapter ring with cherub spandrels. The
dial centre is finely matted with an inset date aperture, subsidiary seconds dial and an engraved
central cartouche bearing the signature Cha:Goode London. The blued-steel hands which appear to
be original are finely wrought and pierced. Within the arch is a Strike/Silent dial which is flanked
by two very unusual spandrels depicting a cherub seated on a bird. The disc of the Strike/Silent
dial is decorated with engraved floral motifs.

A

The 8-day movement which has its original anchor escapement, strikes the hours on one main bell
and strikes the coming hour at the half hour on an additional bell. This is known as Dutch
striking.
The oak case is veneered with ebonised pearwood including the hood which has a caddy with fine
fretwork to the front and sides. There are free standing brass mounted columns to the front and
half pilasters to the sides, between which are two moulded and arched glazed windows to afford a
view of the movement. The trunk door is set with two long fielded panels bound with delicate
mouldings. The finely executed panelling and the use of ebonised pearwood hark back to the style
of some of the earliest longcases of the 1670’s.
Date: circa 1720 - 1725
Height: 98 in (249 cm)
* Charles Goode was made free of the Clockmakers Company in 1686 and had his workshop in the Strand,
London where he had a number of apprentices. He is said to have died in 1730. There are a number of
similarities between his work and that of George Graham, Daniel Delander and Daniel Quare. With this
clock there is the beautifully executed dial with its matted centre, fleur de lys half hour markers on the
chapter ring, finely wrought hands and well cast urn spandrels. The fine maker’s signature on a disc is also
typical. The important tall case with its panelled pearwood veneers and hood sound frets, curvaceous
caddy, large brass door hinges and chamfered oak mouldings up the inside length of the trunk door…all of
these features attest to the almost certain fact that Goode used the same cabinet makers as those of his more
famous peers.
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JOHN JACKSON, LONDON

A

fine George II period walnut veneered inverted bell-top bracket clock of good colour and rare
small size with 8-day hour striking verge movement.

The case is of the classic style of the mid 18th century with an inverted belltop and central brass
carrying handle. The front door has finely pierced walnut sound frets and the clock stands on
moulded brass block feet.
The five inch break arch brass dial has a delicately matted centre, foliate corner spandrels and a
central opening for the dummy pendulum. Within the arch there is a subsidiary dial for
Strike/Silent. The maker’s signature Jn°. Jackson London is engraved on a raised oval silvered disc
above the inset date aperture in the dial centre. The finely pierced and shaped hands are of blued
steel.
The compact double fusee movement has five pillars and a profusely engraved backplate with
foliate swags in the rococo style. The engraving is repeated on the backcock and the securing
brackets. The knife-edge verge escapement has a brass pendulum rod with a pear-shaped bob and
the hours are struck on a single bell with Strike/Silent.
* John Jackson is listed on page 413 of Brian Loomes’ Watchmakers and Clockmakers of the World:
Complete 21st Century Edition. He most probably worked in Basinghall Street, London between 1754 and
1763.
Very few striking walnut table clocks of such small size were made and few have survived.

Date: circa 1750-1760
Height: 14 in (35.5 cm)
Width: 8 1/2 in (21.5 cm)
Depth: 6 1/4 in (16 cm)
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THOMAS DREW, LONDON
handsome George III period London mahogany longcase clock with 8-day hour striking
movement, Strike/Silent in the arch, subsidiary seconds, inset date work and maker’s
signature Tho Drew London within the matted brass centre.

A

The design and layout of the dial with its very narrow subsidiary rings, the fine matting and the
inset maker’s signature along with the well-chased corner spandrels are of exceptional quality.
The beautifully proportioned flame mahogany case with its moulded break arch top has an
original wax finish and excellent patination. The moulded bridge top trunk door has reeded brass
quarter columns in both the trunk and panelled base, a feature of only the best cases of the period.
Date: circa 1770
Height: 98 in (248 cm)
* Thomas Drew is recorded on page 225 of Brian Loomes’ Clockmakers of the World: Complete 21st
Century Edition as working in London circa 1754-1808. The exceptional quality of the dial, movement and
case of this clock make it one of the finest London mahogany longcases that we have owned.
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ROBERT WARD, LONDON

A

beautifully patinated late George II period walnut veneered table clock by this good London
maker.

The 8-day movement, which strikes the hours on a single bell, has a fully restored verge
escapement and short bob pendulum. There is a subsidiary dial in the arch for Strike/Silent. The
maker’s signature Robt. Ward London is set on a cartouche above VI.
The dial has gilt foliate corner spandrels and a Roman chapter ring with Arabic minutes. The date
indicator is inset above VI and there is a crescent shaped aperture for the false pendulum within
the finely matted dial centre. The elaborate backplate is engraved with flower and foliate scrolls.
The richly elegant case is constructed primarily in oak and veneered with highly figured and
patinated walnut. It has an inverted belltop with a brass carrying handle and four gilt pineapple
finials.
Date: circa 1755
Height: 18 in (45.5 cm)

* Robert Ward was both a clockmaker and goldsmith working in London between 1751 and 1775.
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STRIGEL, LONDON
rare, early George III period hooded wall clock with green and gilt chinoiserie lacquer
decoration. The weight driven timepiece birdcage movement has a verge escapement, central
alarm disc and runs for a day.

A

The break arch dial has the rare feature of two hands and therefore the silvered brass chapter ring
has both Roman hour numerals and an outer band for the minutes. The maker’s signature Strigel
London is engraved on a separate disc set in the arch.
The charming green and gilt lacquer hooded case with a pull forward hood is in a very untouched
original state and has a most pleasing shape.
Date: circa 1760 - 1765
Height of case: 16 in (41 cm)
Width of case: 8 1/2 in (23.5 cm)
Dial Size: 5 in (12.5 cm)
* William Frederick Strigel is listed on page 747 of Brian Loomes’ Clockmakers of the World as working
in St James’s, London between 1760 and 1770.
Small hooded wall clocks in their original lacquer cases were made in small numbers and few have
survived. We have only had one other similar clock in over 30 years.
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FRANCIS DORRELL, LONDON
fine late George II period inverted bell top table clock with green and gilt chinoiserie
decoration. The finely mounted brass dial has a raised silvered chapter ring, inset datework
and dummy pendulum aperture. There is a subsidiary Strike/Silent dial within the arch. The blued
steel hands are finely pierced and appear to be original and the gilt foliate corner spandrels are
well cast and chased.

A

The double fusee 8-day movement with hour strike on a single bell has a fully engraved foliate
backplate, backcock apron and herringbone engraved securing brackets.
The highly decorative inverted belltop case is surmounted by a delicately cast brass foliate
decorated carrying handle. The finely drawn lacquer work of the case is in pristine condition and
displays flowers and foliage with human figures in an oriental landscape.
* Francis Dorrell was a second generation clockmaker of the same name, having succeeded his father and
grandfather. He was free of the Clockmakers’ Company in 1755 and was active in London until his death
in 1780. We have previously had both a fine walnut table clock and longcase by this maker.

Date: circa 1755
Height: 16 3/4 in (42.5 cm)
Width: 10 1/8 in (25.5 cm)
Depth: 6 3/4 in (17.25 cm)
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CHARLES CABRIER, LONDON

A

‘noble’ George III period red chinoiserie lacquer belltop table clock with 8-day, hour and
quarter chiming movement.

The finely mounted brass dial has a raised silvered chapter ring, inset datework, dummy
pendulum and a subsidiary Strike/Silent dial within the arch. The blued steel hands are finely
pierced and appear to be original and the gilt foliate corner spandrels are exceptionally well cast
and chased.
The substantial triple fusee 8-day movement strikes the hours on a single bell and the quarters on
8 bells. The backplate is fully engraved with flowers and foliage and the engraving is repeated on
the heart shaped backcock with herringbone decoration on the securing brackets.
The important red japanned belltop case has five pineapple finials and superbly cast gilt brass
caryatids, handles and feet. The red and gilt lacquer work is also in pristine unrestored condition,
hence its beautiful mellow red and gilt glow.
* Charles Cabrier was a third generation clockmaker of the same name, having succeeded his father and
grandfather. He was active in London between 1752 until his death in 1777. He was a prolific maker of fine
musical table and longcase clocks, especially for the export market to Europe and the Far East. An
exceptional pair of musical and automaton clocks in the oriental taste are illustrated in Richard Barder’s
book The Georgian Bracket Clock. These were reportedly made for the King of Nepal.
Provenance: A Spanish noble family.
Literature: Richard Barder, The Georgian Bracket Clock 1714 – 1830, Antique Collectors’ Club,
p.164, col. pl.27.

Date: circa 1760
Height: 28 in (71 cm)
Width: 15 1/2 in (39.5 cm)
Depth: 10 in (25.5 cm)
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JUSTIN VULLIAMY, LONDON
fine green and gilt chinoiserie lacquer teardrop tavern clock by this famous Royal Clockmaker.
The 20 inch white painted dial has Roman hour numerals and Arabic outside 5 minutes.
The slender brass hands with pierced heart shaped tips are original and can be seen on other
clocks made by the same maker.

A

The weight driven 8-day movement has A shaped plates, a four wheel train with anchor
escapement and a brass counterweight for the minute hand set on an arbor behind the backplate,
a typical Vulliamy feature.
The teardrop shaped case is supremely elegant and the green and gilt chinoiserie decoration on
the door is finely painted with oriental figures set in an exotic leafy landscape. The maker’s
signature Just Vulliamy London is written in gilt italics above the concave topped door.
Date: circa 1785
Height: 47 1/2 in (120.5 cm)
Dial width: 20 in (51 cm)
* From 1743 to 1762 Justin Vulliamy was in partnership with his father-in-law Benjamin Gray who was
Royal clockmaker. Vulliamy is known to have made several teardrop tavern clocks for important country
houses and it is highly unlikely that such fine clocks would ever have been inside a humble tavern. An almost
identical clock with the same hands is discussed at length and illustrated in The Tavern Clock by Martin
Gatto. It was commissioned for an estate house in Scotland in 1785.
Literature: Martin Gatto, The Tavern Clock, Tavernicus Publishing, 2010, pp.50, 97.
David G. Vulliamy, The Vulliamy Clockmakers, Antiquarian Horological Society, 2002
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BROCKBANK, LONDON

A

fine, late George III period domestic regulator, the beautiful mahogany veneered case of rare
small size with unusual pagoda top and brass flambeau finials.

The 10 inch break arch silvered dial has a conventional chapter ring with Roman hour numerals
and an outer band of Arabic numerals for the five minutes. There is a Strike/Silent dial and
pointer in the arch and a subsidiary seconds dial below XII in the dial centre. The hour and
minute hands are of blued steel.
The exceptional five pillar 8-day hour striking movement has deadbeat escapement, maintaining
power, trip repeat and rise and fall regulation. The deadbeat escapement has steel pallets, with a
rise and fall platform mounted across the top of the plates activated via a cam on a bracket
mounted on the side. The large brass bob pendulum has a wood rod and numbered engraved
brass rating nut.
The flame mahogany veneered case has a most unusual moulded pagoda top with two flambeau
brass finials and a carved wood roundel as a sound fret. There are stop chamfers with brass strung
corners to the hood. The case is particularly small and elegant thanks to the narrowness of the 10
inch dial and the full length break arch moulded trunk door. The base has a raised moulded panel
and the clock stands on its original double plinth.
Date: circa 1790
Height: 84 1/2 in (214.5 cm)
* The Brockbanks were the very well-known clockmaking partnership of brothers John and Myles
Brockbank who were working from 1790 until circa 1830. They were responsible for making many fine
precision clocks, longcases and marine chronometers.

Provenance: An English collector
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DWERRIHOUSE & CARTER, BERKELEY SQUARE

A

n exceptionally fine and possibly unique example of a George III period mahogany trunkdial
wall clock with a one piece wood dial and hour striking movement.

The case of rich colour and figure has a chisel foot with access door and a crisp return moulding
to the front and sides. The one piece apron with elegant “ears” is a feature of the finest early
trunkdials. Access doors to the movement are provided to both sides of the case, typical in striking
clocks.
The one piece wood dial 18 3/4 inches in diameter is written in Roman numerals on the original,
lightly crazed, white ground. The maker’s signature Dwerrihouse & Carter Berkeley Square is written
above and below the dial centre and both the slender brass hands have delicate heart shaped tips.
The well-turned, massive concave brass bezel perfectly matches the very narrow wood surround.
The 8-day fusee movement has 5 pillars and an anchor escapement with rack hour strike on a bell.
It has a flat steel pendulum rod with a heavy, brass faced bob.
Date: circa 1805
Height: 28 1/2 in (72 cm)
Max width: 20 3/4 in (53 cm)
* John Dwerrihouse was at 23 Charles Street, Berkeley Square from 1770 to 1805. Dwerrihouse & Carter,
who typically signed just Berkeley Square as their address, were in business from 1802 to 1823 (Baillie). The
partnership appears to have produced principally bracket clocks, watches and the finest wall clocks of the
period.
Our records over the past 35 years record just two trunkdials by the partnership (one with a 16 1/2 inch wood
dial) but no less than 8 tavern clocks, all of the very best quality. This clock has the largest dial (whether
wood or iron) that we have ever been able to offer, all the rarer by virtue of its hour striking movement.
Literature: Ronald E. Rose, The Dial Clock, Antique Collectors’ Club, 1978, p.26 pl.7, p.33.
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BARTHOLOMEW DEVIS, LONDON
fine George III period mahogany regulator of rare small size. The refined case with shallow
arch design based on those used by Thomas Mudge, is veneered with mahogany of fine colour
and patination. Standing on block feet, there is a double plinth to the moulded panelled base. The
long door has a shallow arch top similar to the hood which has reeded canted corners and is
surmounted by a single mount and brass ball finial.

A

The 10 inch brass dial has a silvered finish and is laid out in the traditional style with two blued
steel pointers and a subsidiary seconds dial below XII. The maker’s scrolling signature
Bartholemew Devis, LONDON is set within the shallow arch.
The 8-day duration movement has a deadbeat escapement with bolt and shutter maintaining
power. The high quality pendulum is of flat steel design with a large brass bob and engraved brass
rating nut below.
Date: circa 1785 - 1790
Height: 79 in (201 cm) including finial
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GRANT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, No 404
very elegant English Regency period ebonised bracket clock by this highly sought after maker.
The 7 1/4 inch enamel dial is signed – GRANT Fleet Street LONDON N° 404 – and is set in a
brass surround. The brass hands are tapering and have slender spade tips. It has Roman hour
numerals and an outer band of Arabic five minute markers.

A

The substantial 8-day double fusee movement strikes the hours on a bell and has a Strike/Silent
lever above XII
The distinctive case has all the hallmarks of a John Grant bracket clock, the recessed front panel,
the carved volutes to each side faced with paterae and the breakfront base moulding in brass.
It stands on a carved and moulded breakfront ebonised bracket to match.
Date: circa 1810
Height: 17 1/4 in (44cm) excluding finial
Width: 12 1/2 in (31.5 cm)
Depth: 5 7/8 in (15 cm)
* John Grant Senior who worked in Fleet Street was a member of the Clockmakers’ Company from 1791
until his death in 1810. He was succeeded by his son of the same name who was active between 1817 and
1867. This fine clock was made in all probability by the father.
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oward’s love of English clocks began in his teens when he bought a country-made longcase
for a few pounds on his way to school. Sadly, his mother refused to give the clock house room
and perhaps Freud would have said he has been compensating for the trauma of that abortive
purchase ever since!

H

His great enthusiasm for antiquarian horology has never diminished and he has devoted the past
30 years of his life to buying and selling English clocks, the last 20 of which he has spent trading
in London’s Kensington Church Street.
With a background in linguistics, he is happy to conduct business with international clients in the
major European languages. Whether it is offering help to first-time buyers or advising collectors
and museum curators seeking the rarest pieces, Howard is passionate about the work he does.
Since 2002 he has been a Freeman of the Clockmakers’ Company and has exhibited and served on
the clock vetting committees at the major international antiques fairs in London and
New York. He is also a member of all three major antiques trade associations: The BADA, CINOA
and LAPADA.
Over the years Howard has built up a loyal following of private clients and collectors from around
the world and has been privileged to sell a number of important clocks to museums in the UK and
abroad. In 2012 he supplied 25 clocks to the Dumfries House Trust, Scotland, whose patron is the
Prince of Wales.
Learning about great clocks and their makers provides a wonderful insight into history and is
endlessly fascinating. Over the coming year Howard will be giving a series of illustrated talks on
different aspects of English horology in our new gallery. Do let us know if you would like to attend.

Chiara Ghiggini Walwyn
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